Chapter 5
Chapter 5
The Team Captain
Topic
The importance of following instructions and knowing
how to give them.
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Objectives

Knowing
8 To understand that on all teams the person in charge
(trainer, coach, captain, etc.) gives orders, while
members of the team follow the orders so that the
team can work properly.

Accepting
8 To give importance to executing orders for the sake
of the team.
8 To learn that obeying prepares us for being good at
giving orders.
Doing
8 To be cooperative and to respect the authority of the
group leader.

Areas of Human Development to be Emphasised:
8 Moral maturity: freedom and responsibility.
8 Humility.
8 Relationships: in authority and teamwork.

Class Plan
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Motivation
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Encourage students' interest in the topic through the story of Knute Rockne's life (p.33)

Presentation
The importance of obedience
Jack and Beth's attitudes illustrate that obeying is not always easy. But a well-functioning team requires each player to
listen and follow instructions given by the captain. Like following instructions in a manual, it is a way for a team to
perform better. Obeying requires willpower, self-control, and discipline. Trainers often request a series of exercises that
individually might seem senseless, but together they help develop certain physical abilities to improve performance in
a particular sport.
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This can apply also at home or at school. To give reasonable
orders, the captain of a team must take everyone into account
and respect all players. Otherwise team spirit suffers and the
team will not perform well.

The captain's attitude
Usually the captain is seen as a privileged person obeyed by the
other members of the team. But captains must exert themselves
more than other team members. It is the captain's responsibility
to be sure the team has what it needs and plays its best. The
captain's position is a privilege earned by working hard and
growing in responsibility.
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Rowing is an excellent example of how a team captain (in this
case a cox) can make a difference between winning or losing.
The members of the team, under the directions of the cox, use
their united strength and skill to improve their chances of
winning. (p. 31)
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Chapter 5
Giving and receiving orders
Only people who know how to obey orders will gain the
experience and knowledge necessary to give orders
effectively.
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Obedient players persevere and are disciplined; both these
qualities are also needed in giving orders. If team leaders
are disorganised and give orders impulsively, they lose
credibility and are less likely to be obeyed.
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Knute Rockne's story is a twofold example. He illustrates
how a good team leader (in this case a coach) can make a
big difference (giving timely instructions can win or lose
the game). He is also an example of someone who learnt
how to command by knowing how to obey. (p.33)
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The effectiveness of any military unit is founded on its
team spirit. Absolute respect for the chain of command is
essential. Soldiers who question orders are not suited to
this type of work. Sacrifices made by individuals within the
group also increase group spirit. (p.33)
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Emphasise that giving orders is not easy. Orders should be
kept to a minimum and cover only what is important. Those
in command should be meticulously fair and open with
everyone, so that they win the trust of those under them.
Care should be taken to avoid mistakes; if they occur,
responsibility should be taken for them. Talk to students
about the virtues of a good leader. (p. 33)
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Chapter 5
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A. Written Activities

1. What are Jodie's responsibilities?
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Ask students to pick out from the text what makes a
good captain. Then, ask them how they would feel if
they had this attitude.

2. Re-read Knute Rockne's story and answer

In answering the questions, students will focus on
obedience, its importance and benefits.

3. Team Captain

This activity deals with obedience and how we respond
to an order. Students should think about their own
reactions. Do they question orders? If they remember
resenting an order, why was this (it may perhaps have
been thought trivial, unfair, poorly known, badly
delivered, unsuited to the circumstances, or pupils may
feel their points haven't been listened to.) How do they
feel about questioning an order?

4. Little by little towards a goal
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The object of this activity is help students to overcome their resistance to taking orders by setting a particular goal to
be followed for a week. Warn them that it will take some effort. Learning to obey in one aspect of life helps us to acquire
a healthy spirit of obedience.

B. Oral Activity
As an alternative, start a dialogue about the benefits of obedience and the problems that arise from not obeying.
When obeying: Life is easier for the group; everyone knows what to do; there is order.
Not obeying: There is frustration; some actions aren't completed; accusations are made; there is disorder.
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Doing

Home activity

Glossary
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Get students interested in the topic of leadership and ask them to think through with their parents what it entails. Ask
them: "Do leaders know how to obey?" Why is this important?

Attitude: Outlook on life which will be reflected in a person's manner and disposition. Attitudes can
be good or bad.
Perseverance: Spiritual firmness and persistence in action and intention. Not quitting.

Freedom: Ability to choose what is good. Mistaken choices lead to increasingly difficult situations
which hamper freedom. Right choices increase one's freedom further.
To obey: To carry out the instructions of a person in authority for the good of all.
Rebel: A person who does not obey legitimate authority; someone who revolts.
Responsible: Putting care and attention into what one does or the decisions one makes, knowing that
one will assume the consequences of one's acts.
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